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6 [1] A detailed investigation of the relationship between the spatial and temporal patterns
7 of the seismic activity recorded by six autonomous hydrophones and the structure of the
8 northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge between 15 and 35N is presented. Two years of
9 monitoring yielded a total of 3485 hydroacoustically detected events within the array
10 recorded by four or more hydrophones. The seismically active zone extends 20 km to
11 either side of the ridge axis, consistent with earlier results from studies of fault
12 morphology. Along the axis, hydrophone-recorded activity shows important variations.
13 Areas with intense and persistent seismic activity (stripes) stand in sharp contrast to areas
14 that lack seismicity (gaps). The regions of persistent activity are a new observation at mid-
15 ocean ridges. In general, the patterns of seismically active/inactive regions are also
16 recognized in the 28-year teleseismic record, implying that these patterns are maintained
17 at timescales between a few years and a few decades. We find no simple relationship
18 between individual segment variables (e.g., length or trend of the segment, maximum
19 offset of discontinuities, or along-axis change in mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) and
20 water depths) and number of hydrophone-recorded events. There does appear to be a
21 correlation between axial thermal structure and seismicity. Regions of low and high
22 numbers of events would thus correspond to thinner (hotter) and thicker (colder)
23 lithosphere, respectively. Seismicity may reflect thermal structure at short timescales
24 (decadal or longer), while relief and inferred crustal thickness may integrate this structure
25 over longer periods of time (order of 1 Myr). INDEX TERMS: 3025 Marine Geology and
26 Geophysics: Marine seismics (0935); 3035 Marine Geology and Geophysics: Midocean ridge processes; 3040
27 Marine Geology and Geophysics: Plate tectonics (8150, 8155, 8157, 8158); 7220 Seismology: Oceanic crust;
28 8164 Tectonophysics: Evolution of the Earth: Stresses—crust and lithosphere; KEYWORDS: earthquakes,
29 hydrophones, Mid-Atlantic Ridge, mid-ocean ridges, seismicity
30 Citation: Smith, D. K., J. Escartin, M. Cannat, M. Tolstoy, C. G. Fox, D. R. Bohnenstiehl, and S. Bazin, Spatial and temporal
31 distribution of seismicity along the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge (15–35N), J. Geophys. Res., 108(0), XXXX, doi:10.1029/
2002JB001964, 2003.
33
34 1. Introduction
35 [2] In January 1999, six autonomous hydrophones,
36 designed and built by NOAA’s Pacific Marine Environ-
37 mental Laboratory (PMEL), were moored on the flanks of
38 the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) (Figure 1) to monitor the
39 seismicity of a portion of this slow spreading ridge [Smith et
40 al., 2002]. Here we present a detailed look at the seismicity
41 of the northern MAR between 15 and 35N as recorded by
42 the hydrophones for a period of 2 years.
43[3] The region of the MAR within the hydrophone array is
44part of the French American Ridge Atlantic (FARA) project,
45which extends from 15 to 40N. This section of the MAR
46has been subject to intensive study over the past several
47years. Multibeam bathymetry data have been collected along
48the entire length of the ridge axis, and several surveys have
49extended well off axis [e.g., Cannat et al., 1999;Gente et al.,
501995; Needham et al., 1991; Patriat et al., 1990; Romme-
51vaux et al., 1994; Sempe´re´ et al., 1995; Thibaud et al., 1998;
52Tucholke et al., 1997]. The FARA region includes several
53sites of multidisciplinary study. Well-known examples of
54which include the MARK area near 23N [e.g., Karson et
55al., 1987], the TAG hydrothermal vent field near 26N [e.g.,
56Kleinrock and Humphris, 1996b; Rona et al., 1976], the
57segments between the Hayes and Oceanographer transforms
58(33–35N) [e.g., Detrick et al., 1995], and the FAMOUS
59area near 37N [e.g., Heirtzler and van Andel, 1977].
60[4] There have been a number of detailed studies of
61teleseismic earthquakes on the MAR [e.g., Bergman and
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62 Solomon, 1990; Huang and Solomon, 1988; Huang et al.,
63 1986] and its fracture zones [e.g., Abercrombie and
64 Ekstro¨m, 2001; Wolfe et al., 1993]. In addition, a number
65 of local microearthquake experiments using ocean bottom
66 seismometers (OBS) have been conducted at various loca-
67 tions along the MAR [e.g., Barclay et al., 2001; Kong et al.,
68 1992; Toomey et al., 1985, 1988; Wolfe et al., 1995]. All of
69 these studies provide a framework within which we can
70 place the results of the hydrophone monitoring.
71 [5] Results from the first year of hydrophone data
72 allowed us to make some general observations on the
73 seismicity [Bohnenstiehl et al., 2000, 2002; Smith et al.,
74 2002]. The magnitude of completeness of the hydrophone
75 data set is mc  3.0, with a number of smaller events being
76recorded. A significant variability in event rate along the
77axis of the MAR was observed within the array. Groups of
78neighboring segments appeared to behave similarly, pro-
79ducing an along-axis pattern with high and low levels of
80seismic activity. Smith et al. [2002] suggested that this
81broad-scale pattern is likely influenced by the axial thermal
82regime. In addition, data from off-axis indicated that most
83seismic faulting occurs within 15 km of the axis center.
84Finally, several earthquake sequences were detected that
85had variable temporal characteristics, suggesting fundamen-
86tal differences in the causes of their seismicity [Bohnen-
87stiehl et al., 2000, 2002; Smith et al., 2002].
88[6] In this work we extend our study and present a
89detailed investigation of the relationship between the spatial
Figure 1. Map showing the location of the hydrophone array in the North Atlantic. Stars indicate the
location of individual hydrophones. Red circles show the location of seismic events recorded by the
hydrophone array during the first 554 days of deployment. A total of 4902 events were recorded within
the Atlantic basin, and 3485 events were recorded within the hydrophone array by four or more
hydrophones. Boxes mark the regions shown in Figure 4.
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90 and temporal patterns of the seismic activity recorded by the
91 hydrophones and the structure of the ridge, especially with
92 regard to ridge axis segmentation. An additional year of
93 data has been added. The 2 years of monitoring (day 52,
94 1999, to day 78, 2001) yielded a total of 4922 hydroacoustic
95 events from throughout the North Atlantic basin (0–65N,
96 60W–20W) recorded by four or more hydrophones. A
97 total of 3485 of these events were located within the array
98 (15N–37N, 50W–34W). This data set provides us with
99 an unparalleled view of the seismicity of the ridge over a
100 broad region and over a broad range of event magnitudes.
101 The results are compared with recent teleseismic activity
102 and with previous microearthquake studies within the study
103 area. This comparison allows us to identify possible factors
104 responsible for the observed patterns of seismicity and their
105 variations along axis.
106 2. Background
107 2.1. Segmentation of the Spreading Axis at the
108 Northern MAR
109 [7] The MAR between 15 and 35N is a slow spreading
110 (12 mm/yr, average half rate), divergent plate margin
111 typically marked by a 1.5–3 km deep, 15–30 km wide
112 axial rift valley. Five major transforms offset the ridge
113 within the hydrophone array (Fifteen-Twenty, Kane, Atlan-
114 tis, Hayes, and Oceanographer; Figure 1). Between the
115 transforms the ridge is divided into spreading segments
116 whose ends are defined by nontransform offsets [e.g.,
117 Sempe´re´ et al., 1993; Spencer et al., 1997]. The rift valley
118 commonly contains an axial volcanic ridge that is consid-
119 ered to be the predominant site of volcanic activity [e.g.,
120 Ballard and van Andel, 1977; Smith and Cann, 1993]. On
121 the basis of the sizes of the volcanic ridges that have been
122 constructed on the valley floor [e.g., Ballard and van Andel,
123 1977; Gente et al., 1991; Smith and Cann, 1993, 1999],
124 large volumes of lava must be erupted at the northern MAR.
125 Currently, we do not know how frequently magmatic events
126 occur, whether they migrate along the axis, whether there
127 are spatial patterns in these events, or how they vary
128 through time.
129 [8] Faulting style is observed to vary along the length of a
130 segment with faults having larger throws and wider spacing
131 at segment ends than centers [e.g.,Mutter and Karson, 1992;
132 Shaw, 1992; Shaw and Lin, 1993]. Off axis elevated seafloor
133 and residual gravity highs, and exposures of lower crustal/
134 upper mantle rocks along the inside corners of ridge axis
135 discontinuities suggest a cross-axis asymmetry in tectonic
136 extension at slow spreading ridges [e.g., Escartı´n and Lin,
137 1995; Severinghaus and Macdonald, 1988; Tucholke and
138 Lin, 1994], with most of the extension occurring at the inside
139 corners. On the basis of the characteristics of fault popula-
140 tions there appear to be little, if any, faulting beyond the crest
141 of the rift mountains (1.5–3 Ma crust, typically 20–40 km
142 from the axis [e.g., Escartı´n et al., 1999]).
143 2.2. Seismic Studies at the Northern MAR
144 [9] As mentioned there have been a number of detailed
145 studies of teleseismic earthquakes on the MAR [e.g., Berg-
146 man and Solomon, 1990; Huang and Solomon, 1988;
147 Huang et al., 1986]. The larger earthquakes occur prefer-
148 entially in areas with a deeper median valley (generally
149segment ends) [Huang and Solomon, 1988], and are likely
150to be tectonic in origin. Bergman and Solomon [1990]
151concluded that volcanic earthquakes on the MAR probably
152fall below the magnitude threshold for teleseismic detection
153using global seismic networks. They observed a number of
154teleseismic swarms on the MAR, and determined that they
155were due to tectonic extension. The results of these studies,
156though, have been limited in their capacity to provide a
157representative account of general seismicity at the MAR,
158because they do not include the lower magnitude tectonic
159and volcanic events.
160[10] Local microearthquake experiments have shown dif-
161fering trends in seismicity for different MAR segments. For
162instance a progressive shoaling of events within the crust
163was observed toward the segment center at 26N [Kong et
164al., 1992], but that is not observed at 29N [Wolfe et al.,
1651995]. Wolfe et al. [1995] interpreted this as an indication
166that the thermal structure at the MAR is not in steady state.
167Therefore different styles of seismicity might be expected
168from segment to segment. Segment variability in micro-
169seismicity is corroborated by the study of Barclay et al.
170[2001], who found that the maximum depth of seismicity
171(3–4 km) at the center of the spreading segment near 35N
172is anomalously shallow compared to other segments. Bar-
173clay et al. [2001] speculated that this is related to the thick
174crust and high crustal temperatures inferred for the center of
175the 35N segment. Although not concurrent in time, these
176microearthquake studies help to constrain our interpretation
177of the hydrophone-recorded event patterns.
178
3. Hydrophone Data
180[11] In order to monitor seismicity in remote areas of the
181world’s oceans, PMEL developed autonomous hydrophone
182moorings. The hydrophones are able to record low-frequency
183acoustic energy in the Sound Fixing and Ranging (SOFAR)
184channel over extended periods. In 1996 PMEL moored six
185autonomous hydrophones in the equatorial Pacific and have
186been collecting data since then. On the basis of the success of
187the equatorial hydrophone array, in February 1999 six hydro-
188phones were deployed in the North Atlantic. The Atlantic
189hydrophones are spaced1000 km apart and centered on the
190ridge axis (Figure 1). The data analyzed in this work were
191recorded between day 52, 1999, and day 78, 2001, and thus
192represent just over two years of monitoring.
193[12] The hydrophone data are processed at PMEL as
194detailed elsewhere [Fox et al., 2001]. The entire hydro-
195phone earthquake database collected and processed to date
196is available on line at http://autochart.pmel.noaa.gov:1776/
197autochart/GetPosit.html. An example of the data is shown in
198Figure 2. The peak amplitude of the Twave signal packet is
199visually picked and used as the earthquake arrival time.
200After picking the events on individual hydrophones, PMEL
201software derives an event location, which includes its
202latitude, longitude, and source time; which of the hydro-
203phones recorded the event; the estimated error for location
204and time; the acoustic magnitude at the source, and the error
205of that magnitude based on the variation of the estimates
206from each sensor.
207[13] Acoustic magnitudes of oceanic earthquakes are
208estimated from the T wave signal amplitude by removing
209the hydrophone instrument response and the transmission
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210 loss during propagation in the SOFAR channel. Only a very
211 crude transmission loss estimate is used in routine process-
212 ing, based on 5 km of spherical spreading following by
213 simple cylindrical spreading with no bathymetric blockage.
214 Although adequate for use in broad statistical analyses of
215 the data [e.g., Bohnenstiehl et al., 2000, 2002], acoustic
216 magnitudes of individual events should be calculated with a
217 full transmission loss model before being interpreted. Thus
218 is this work we do not consider the magnitudes of events in
219 our interpretations of segment-scale processes.
220 [14] Spectral amplitudes between 5 and 30 Hz are typi-
221 cally used to estimate acoustic magnitudes since this band
222 provides the optimum T wave signal-to-noise ratio for
223 magnitude >2 earthquakes [Dziak et al., 1997]. The acoustic
224 energy (power) levels of the earthquakes are determined by
225 averaging the source level estimated from each hydrophone.
226 The resulting magnitude represents the acoustic energy of
227 the earthquake at the seafloor-water interface, and is in units
228 of decibels (dB) relative to pressure (micropascals) at a
229 reference distance of 1 m above the seafloor. All reference
230 to dB in this paper will be similarly referenced.
231 [15] As discussed by Fox et al. [2001], T wave source
232 location is the most accurate term for the locations derived
233 from the hydrophone data because they mark where the
234 energy leaves the seafloor and enters the water column. The
235 locations may coincide with earthquake epicenters, but
236 several other factors such as topographic relief, complex
237 velocity structure of the crust, and depth of the earthquake
238 below the seafloor may bias these locations. In some
239 sections of the ridge, events are located both in the deepest
240 parts of the valley floor as well as in the crestal mountains,
241which rise in some places to the depth of the SOFAR
242channel (800–1000 m). Whether this indicates there is
243not a bias in the locations with respect to water depth,
244whether the events located at the tops of shallow features
245are topographically steered and epicenters are elsewhere, or
246whether the events on the deep parts of the valley floor are
247mislocated is impossible to know at this time.
248[16] Predicted location errors within the array are based
249on the methods developed for the Pacific arrays [Fox et al.,
2502001] using the Generalized Digital Environmental Model
251(GDEM) for the Atlantic and the hydrophone configuration
252shown in Figure 1. The error assumed for arrival times in
253the Pacific, based on the eruption at Loihi seamount off of
254the south coast of the Big Island of Hawaii, was standard
255deviation (SD) = 0.75 s. This error model accurately
256predicted the observed errors obtained in the least squares
257location analysis. Since there is no known volcanic point
258source in the Atlantic, a value for arrival pick error was
259inverted from the two years of earthquake locations. To
260match the prediction model accurately, the arrival time
261picking error for the Atlantic array had to be doubled to
262SD = 1.5 s. This increase in pick error for the Atlantic case
263is most likely due to differences in the geological setting
264(for example rougher seafloor or deeper source depths) that
265result in a broader, less impulsive T wave. The predicted
266location errors based on this higher arrival pick error are SD
267= 2 km in latitude and longitude within the Atlantic array
268based on 972 events recorded on all six hydrophones. Using
269fewer hydrophones does not significantly change the error
270prediction, although the measured location errors become
271less dependable with fewer degrees of freedom.
Figure 2. Display showing the time series and corresponding frequency spectra for an earthquake side
by side. The earthquake was recorded by six hydrophones from the Atlantic array. Numbers mark the data
from the six different hydrophones. Time stamps are shown along the time series data. The diagram
shows several minutes of hydrophone time series data sampled at 128 Hz. The frequency spectra range
from 0 to 64 Hz and were estimated from consecutive 1-s windows of the time series data. White arrows
highlight the position of the T wave signals from this earthquake. Using the frequency spectra during
routine earthquake processing allows for identification of Twave arrivals not readily apparent in the time
series data. There are various periods of noise in the data including shipping noise, air gun surveys,
possible navy sources, and possibly cable strumming in the case of the fifth hydrophone. The noise on
this hydrophone is intermittent and generally does not interfere with the picking of arrivals, as seen on the
figure.
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272 [17] Below a source magnitude of 208 dB, the number of
273 earthquakes located from the hydrophones data falls off
274 significantly, as can be seen on a plot of cumulative
275 frequency versus magnitude (Figure 3). This indicates that
276 events with acoustic magnitudes <208 dB may not be
277 clearly recorded on four or more hydrophones due to
278 variations in transmission loss within the array. Using the
279 RAM propagation loss code [Collins, 1993, 1994] and the
280 5 Hz component of a hypothetical earthquake on the Hayes
281 Fracture Zone at the northern end of the array, the
282 predicted transmission loss to the nearest (northeast) hydro-
283 phone is 100 dB. The transmission loss to the farthest
284 (southwest) hydrophone is 110 dB. On the basis of the
285 Pacific model of Fox et al. [1999], this 10 dB difference is
286 equivalent to more than 1 earthquake magnitude, but it
287 does represents a ‘‘worst-case’’ geometry since much of the
288 travel path runs along the crest of the shallow MAR. The
289 predicted transmission loss to the southeast hydrophone is
290 only 104 dB, or 0.5 magnitude difference from the
291 northeast case. To minimize the bias from partially detected
292 events, only events recorded on at least four hydrophones
293 with acoustic magnitudes of 208 dB are used in the
294 seismic analysis.
295 4. Data Analysis
296 [18] To investigate the spatial variability in hydrophone-
297 recorded event rate along the axis of the MAR, we calcu-
298 lated the distance of each event along the axis from the
299 Fifteen-Twenty Fracture Zone (FZ) using the finite pole of
300 rotation (77.2N, 76.3E) determined for magnetic anomaly
3013A by Sloan and Patriat [1992]. Bathymetry and gravity
302data were used to define the segmentation of the ridge axis
303within the hydrophone array. The results were based on
304published interpretations [Sempe´re´ et al., 1990; Smith and
305Cann, 1992; Thibaud et al., 1998] and new information
306provided by multibeam bathymetry data collected during
307the hydrophone servicing cruises. Forty-five spreading seg-
308ments have been identified between the Fifteen-Twenty and
309Oceanographer FZs (Table 1 and Figure 4). Of these 45
310segments, 25 are ‘‘standard’’ MAR segments (indicated in
311Table 1), showing a shallower central region, a correspond-
312ing relative minimum in the gravity anomaly, and deeper
313extremities associated with relative gravity maxima [Lin
314and Parmentier, 1989]. The other 20 segments lack one or
315more of these characteristics.
316[19] To examine the relationships between the spatial
317distribution of hydrophone-recorded events and ridge seg-
318mentation, we have assigned to each segment those events
319that have occurred within a box defined by flow lines
320passing 10 km to the north and south of the ends of the
321segment, and extending off axis to anomaly 3A (5.69 Myr).
322In cases of overlap, an event is assigned to the segment that
323is nearest to its location. To define this box, we have used
324the pole and angle of finite rotation given above [Sloan and
325Patriat, 1992]. This corresponds to spreading directions that
326vary between 104 and 101, and spreading rates that vary
327between 22 and 24.9 mm/yr, from south to north (Fifteen-
328Twenty FZ to Oceanographer FZ).
329[20] We also compare the 2-year pattern of hydrophone-
330recorded events with the longer term teleseismic pattern, and
331the more temporally and spatially restricted pattern of earth-
332quakes recorded by OBSs. Teleseismic event locations and
333magnitudes were obtained from the National Seismic Sys-
334tem composite catalog for the period 1973–2001. Because
335the coverage of the catalog is not uniform in time we restrict
336some of our comparisons to teleseismic events occurring
337between 1990 and 2000. Information on the microseismicity
338of the ridge axis was obtained from four regions within the
339hydrophone array where OBSs were deployed for periods of
340a few weeks or more. These regions are located along the
341axis of the MAR at 22.5N [Toomey et al., 1988], 26N
342(TAG) [Kong et al., 1992], 29N [Wolfe et al., 1995], and
34335N [Barclay et al., 2001]. Seismic moments of the OBS
344events were converted to body wave magnitudes for ease of
345comparison to teleseismic magnitudes.
346[21] Using the method described above, we assign 2842
347of the 3485 events within the array to the 45 segments
348identified (Table 1); all 2842 have acoustic magnitudes
349208 dB. The same procedure is used for teleseismic events
350recorded between 1973 and 2001. Most of the hydrophone
351(87.7%, Figure 5) and the teleseismic events (84.2%) are
352located <20 km from the ridge axis, even with the larger
353errors associated with teleseismic locations.
3545. Large-Scale Variability in
355Hydrophone-Recorded Events
3565.1. Supersegments
357[22] Within the hydrophone array the ridge can be divided
358into ‘‘supersegments’’: regions of the ridge bounded by the
359major fracture zones. Table 2 shows the number of hydro-
360phone-recorded events normalized to a length of 100 km for
Figure 3. Histograms of the Twave acoustic source levels
of earthquakes located from the data collected during the 2-
year monitoring period. The events were all located within
the hydrophone array, and only those events recorded on
four or more hydrophones are included. The lower shaded
histogram shows the number of events in 1-dB bins and
indicates event detections are reliable to 208–210 dB. T
waves are still recorded at <205 dB. The cumulative
histogram is also shown and illustrates that more than 3000
events were recorded during the 2 years with acoustic
magnitudes of 208 dB or greater, roughly 2 orders of
magnitude more events than recorded teleseismically.
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361 each supersegment for the two years of data. As described
362 in the previous section, the numbers include all events on
363 crust less than 5.69 Myr (anomaly 3A). Regional ridge
364 obliquity is also given in Table 2 and defined as the
365 difference between the overall azimuth of the ridge section
366 and the direction perpendicular to average spreading direc-
367 tion. The ridge obliquity in the four supersegments varies
368 between 0 (Fifteen-Twenty to Kane), and 30 (Hayes to
369 Oceanographer). The normalized number of teleseismic
370 events for the 10-year period between 1990 and 2000
371 (and 1980 and 1990) is also given.
372 [23] Table 2 shows that the Kane to Atlantis superseg-
373 ment had the highest normalized number of hydrophone-
374 recorded events per 100 km in the 2 years of monitoring.
375 This value includes a large earthquake sequence (165
376 aftershocks) that occurred in the rift mountains of segment
37718 [Bohnenstiehl et al., 2000, 2002]. Without that
378sequence, the number of hydrophone-recorded events/100
379km is similar in the three supersegments between the
380Fifteen-Twenty and Hayes FZ. The Hayes to Oceanogra-
381pher supersegment had the lowest number of hydrophone-
382recorded events. Teleseismic events recorded over the past
38310 years show a different pattern, with the number of
384events per 100 km increasing to the north instead of
385decreasing. Normalized numbers of teleseismic events for
386the previous 10 years (1980–1990; Table 2), however,
387show yet a different pattern, suggesting that there is no
388persistent difference in the frequency of large earthquakes
389between the four supersegments. In the period 1980–1990
390the Hayes to Oceanographer supersegment was the least
391active teleseismically, similar to what is observed from the
392hydrophone data (Table 2).
t1.1 Table 1. Characteristics of Segments Within the Hydrophone Arraya
Segment
South End North End
Length, km Az, N Off S, km Off N, km Depth,b m Hyd Tel CommentLat, N Lon, W Lat, N Lon, Wt1.2
1 15.358 46.625 15.9 46.617 60.24 0.81 175.0 1.7 4300 36 22t1.3
2 15.9 46.633 16.283 46.617 42.6 2.3 1.7 0.0 3600 41 6t1.4
3 16.283 46.617 16.7 46.525 47.37 11.94 0.0 6.5 4000 106 26t1.5
4 16.683 46.467 16.917 46.45 26.07 3.98 6.5 4.5 4700 24 6t1.6
5c 16.95 46.475 17.508 46.425 62.24 4.89 4.5 9.6 3800 74 8 K11dt1.7
6 17.53 46.513 17.8 46.5 30.04 2.63 9.6 26.7 4500 17 10t1.8
7c 17.917 46.72 18.517 46.617 67.56 9.26 26.7 28.2 3500 25 5 K10t1.9
8c 18.5 46.35 18.958 46.225 52.57 14.49 28.2 16.5 3700 29 5 K9t1.10
9c 18.983 46.07 19.308 46 36.86 11.5 16.5 0.0 3400 13 4 K8t1.11
10c 19.308 46 19.817 45.9 57.53 10.49 0.0 16.5 3300 8 3 K7t1.12
11c 19.817 45.742 20.397 45.642 65.29 9.2 16.5 6.1 4000 41 19 K6t1.13
12 20.4 45.7 20.967 45.683 63.04 1.61 6.1 10.4 3400 29 4t1.14
13 20.975 45.783 21.397 45.742 47.09 5.18 10.4 40.8 4400 99 15t1.15
14c 21.355 45.35 22.225 45.108 99.86 14.48 40.8 0.0 3000 22 11 K3t1.16
15 22.225 45.108 22.667 45.008 50.18 11.81 0.0 3.1 3900 229 28t1.17
16c 22.667 44.978 23.15 44.925 53.95 5.77 3.1 1.7 3400 23 5 K2at1.18
17 23.15 44.942 23.628 44.905 53.25 4.06 1.7 148.6 4300 87 26t1.19
18c 23.85 46.345 24.45 46.208 68.11 11.77 148.6 0.0 4200 190 11 KA14t1.20
19 24.45 46.208 24.65 46.125 23.76 20.68 0.0 9.5 4200 9 2t1.21
20 24.633 46.033 24.883 45.75 39.84 45.79 9.5 22.7 4400 49 10t1.22
21 24.883 45.525 25.35 45.45 52.44 8.27 22.7 5.0 3500 49 8t1.23
22 25.35 45.4 25.617 45.258 32.91 25.65 5.0 7.7 4100 47 4t1.24
23 25.6 45.183 25.95 45.033 41.69 21.1 7.7 10.6 4200 33 10t1.25
24 25.917 44.933 26.25 44.808 39.05 18.63 10.6 6.8 3800 68 7t1.26
25c 26.233 44.742 26.625 44.625 45.09 14.96 6.8 4.3 3600 117 20 KA9t1.27
26c 26.6 44.592 26.908 44.492 35.64 16.17 4.3 0.0 3500 8 26 KA8t1.28
27 26.908 44.492 27.133 44.425 25.87 14.86 0.0 9.9 3900 54 8t1.29
28c 27.167 44.333 27.733 44.067 68.15 22.64 9.9 2.4 3400 54 35 KA6t1.30
29c 27.717 44.05 28.2 43.895 55.79 15.83 2.4 6.1 3200 29 7 KA5t1.31
30c 28.2 43.833 28.677 43.607 57.43 22.62 6.1 8.2 3200 144 31 KA4t1.32
31 28.692 43.525 28.85 43.383 22.35 38.23 8.2 9.8 3800 61 13t1.33
32c 28.842 43.283 29.408 43.083 65.83 17.15 9.8 17.5 3200 156 12 KA2t1.34
33c 29.367 42.908 30.117 42.7 85.73 13.54 17.5 69.2 3300 107 25 KA1t1.35
34 30.025 41.988 30.417 41.933 43.88 6.91 69.2 8.4 3800 68 15t1.36
35 30.492 41.925 30.83 41.655 45.57 34.49 8.4 5.6 3400 23 16t1.37
36c 30.8 41.608 31.192 41.35 50.02 29.43 5.6 8.4 3500 15 29 HA7t1.38
37c 31.167 41.267 31.75 40.753 81.07 36.95 8.4 9.3 3300 203 19 HA6t1.39
38c 31.717 40.663 32.267 40.242 72.87 32.99 9.3 15.8 3200 71 22 HA5t1.40
39 32.283 40.075 32.683 39.983 45.28 10.98 15.8 6.4 3200 44 9t1.41
40c 32.667 39.917 33.12 39.475 65.08 39.33 6.4 21.2 3400 124 17t1.42
41c 33.125 39.247 33.717 39.033 68.72 16.79 21.2 75.5 2300 51 5 HA1t1.43
42 33.583 38.233 33.717 38.133 17.53 31.85 75.5 32.4 3950 30 13t1.44
43c 33.717 37.783 34.1 37.633 44.75 18.01 32.4 38.7 3100 27 6 OH3t1.45
44c 34.05 37.217 34.527 37 56.63 20.6 38.7 39.0 3100 80 42 OH2t1.46
45c 34.5 36.575 35.267 36.283 89.3 17.34 39.0 120.0 2200 28 23 OH1t1.47
aAz, azimuth; Off S, offset at south end; Off N, offset at north end; Hyd, number of hydrophone events; Tel, number of teleseismic events.t1.48
bAxial depth at segment center.t1.49
c‘‘Standard’’ segments as defined in the text.t1.50
dName of segment from Thibaud et al. [1998].t1.51
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Figure 4. Location of hydrophone-recorded events (red circles) and bathymetry derived from satellite
gravity data [Smith and Sandwell, 1997] of the region between (a) Atlantis and Oceanographer FZs, 30–
35N; (b) Kane and Atlantis FZs, 24–30N; and (c) Fifteen-Twenty and Kane FZs, 15–24N.
Segments are numbered starting at the Fifteen-Twenty FZ and correspond to those in Table 1. Note the
striking gaps in seismicity along the axis especially between the Fifteen-Twenty and Kane FZs.
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393 5.2. Seismicity Along Transform Faults
394 [24] The major transform faults associated with the
395 Oceanographer, Hayes, Kane, Atlantis, and Fifteen-Twenty
396 FZs show differing amounts of seismic activity during the
397 two years of hydroacoustic monitoring (Figures 4 and 6).
398 The Kane and Atlantis transform faults were active. In
399 contrast, the Fifteen-Twenty, Hayes, and Oceanographer
400 transforms showed little seismic activity. A seismic
401 moment deficiency has been observed teleseismically along
402 oceanic transform faults [e.g., Brune, 1968; Engeln et al.,
403 1986; Abercrombie and Ekstro¨m, 2001]. The lack of hydro-
404 acoustically recorded seismicity along some of the trans-
405 forms suggests that the seismic deficit may not be
406 accounted for by a high number of smaller-magnitude
407 earthquakes. Instead the lack of seismicity may indicate
408 that aseismic slip occurs. This is consistent with the
409 presence of serpentinite, which displays stable sliding
410 (velocity strengthening behavior) for velocities consistent
411 with those expected along slow spreading transform faults
412 [Reinen, 2000; Reinen et al., 1994].
4135.3. Along-Axis Variability in Seismicity:
414Stripes and Gaps
415[25] Within the hydrophone array, along-axis event rate
416shows an uneven distribution (Figure 6), with zones that are
417seismically inactive (gaps) and areas that have shown
418continuous seismic activity throughout the two years of
419monitoring (stripes). Gaps, defined as regions with less than
420five hydrophone-recorded events in 0.1 bins along the axis,
421must correspond either to areas where deformation is
422accommodated through low magnitude seismicity (lower
423than the detection limit of the hydrophone array) or to areas
424where deformation occurs aseismically, or to quiescent areas
425in which stress is accumulating and not being released [e.g.,
426Arnott and Foulger, 1994].
427[26] Eleven conspicuous stripes (areas of continuous
428activity as seen in the right panel of Figure 6) are identified,
429two of which correspond to the Kane and Atlantis transform
430faults. The other nine stripes correspond to areas with large
431numbers of events (Table 1). The segments within which the
432stripes occur are marked on Figure 6, the most prominent
Figure 4. (continued)
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433 being in segments 13 and 15. Note that the teleseismic
434 events that occurred within the monitoring period do not
435 appear to trigger the activity in the stripes.
436 [27] The pattern of seismically active/inactive areas
437 observed in the hydrophone data can be recognized in the
438 longer-term teleseismic record (data from 1973 to 2001),
439 although it is not as clearly defined. This lack of definition
440 may be due to the lower number of events (648 teleseismic
441 events, Figure 6), and perhaps the much larger error ellipses
442 associated with teleseismic locations. The similarities sug-
443 gest that the patterns of seismicity along the axis can be
444 persistent at timescales of 1 year to a few decades.
445 5.4. Along-Axis Variability in Seismicity:
446 Variability Between Segments
447 [28] To compare the level of seismicity between individ-
448 ual segments, the number of hydrophone-recorded events in
449 each segment (Table 1) has been normalized to an average
450 segment length of 40 km. The normalized number of
451 hydrophone-recorded events varies between 5.5 (segment
452 10) and 182.5 (segment 15) for the 2-year deployment.
453 Figure 7 shows that the normalized number of hydrophone-
454 recorded events is <40 in 25 out of the 45 segments. The
455 gaps in seismicity, as labeled on Figure 6 occur within these
456 segments that have low normalized number of events.
457 Stripes occur within segments that have normalized num-
458 bers of hydrophone-recorded events >75. There are seg-
459 ments with low and high number of events that are not gaps
460 and stripes. In these segments, the events are either clus-
461 tered in time or spatially diffuse. For example, in the case of
462 segment 18 as mentioned above, the magnitude 5.9 normal
463 faulting event along the rift valley wall in April 1999 was
464 followed by 165 aftershocks [Bohnenstiehl et al., 2000,
465 2002; Smith et al., 2002], with a rapid decay in seismic
466 activity, following an Omori’s Law [Utsu et al., 1995].
467[29] The number of teleseismic events per segment for
468the period 1973–2001, also normalized to a segment
469length of 40 km, varies between 2.1 (segment 10) and
47029.7 (segment 44). Figure 7 shows that the normalized
471number of teleseismic events is <10 in 24 out of 45
472segments. In general, the normalized number of hydro-
473phone-recorded events within segments is positively corre-
474lated with the normalized number of teleseismic
475earthquakes recorded over the past 28 years. There are
476some significant exceptions to this, however. Segments 26
477and 36 both have high rates of teleseismic activity, but
478have experienced only two and one teleseismic events,
479respectively, and <20 hydrophone-recorded events during
480the 2 years of monitoring.
481[30] The supersegment between the Fifteen-Twenty and
482Kane FZs is dominated by segments with low levels of
483both hydrophone and teleseismic activity. This is espe-
484cially striking in the region encompassing segments 7–10.
485Also in this supersegment, segment 15 stands out for its
486high normalized number of hydrophone and teleseismic
487events. It is the well defined stripe seen at 775 km
488distance along the axis in Figure 6. Seismic activity was
489more or less continuous in segment 15 throughout the 2-
490year recording period with an average rate of 1 event/3
491days. An OBS study was conducted by Toomey et al.
492[1988, 1985] at the northern end of the segment. We
493discuss the nature of this stripe in more detail in sections
4947 and 8.
495[31] Figure 8 shows that there is no clear relationship
496between the normalized number of hydrophone-recorded
497events in a segment, and the length or trend of the segment,
498the maximum offset of the discontinuities that bound the
499segment, or the contrast in MBA between segment ends and
500center. Many segments with a low normalized number of
501hydrophone-recorded events do, however, share two char-
502acteristics: they are ‘‘standard’’ segments (deeper extrem-
503ities corresponding with gravity maxima, shallower center
504corresponding with gravity minima); and the axial depth at
505the segment center is 3700 m (Figure 9 and Table 3). All
50611 segments that are associated with the gaps in seismicity
507marked on Figure 6 have an axial depth <3700 m at
508segment center (Figure 9 and Table 3), and only one of
509these segments is ‘‘nonstandard’’ (segment 12, which does
510not have a typically shaped MBA).
511[32] Regional axial depths tend to shallow to the north
512of the study area, toward the Azores hot spot [e.g.,
Figure 5. Number of hydrophone-recorded events versus
distance to the ridge axis (negative distances are to the
west). Total number of events is 2842.
t2.1Table 2. Characteristics of Ridge Sections Between the Major
Fracture Zones
Regions bounded
by FZsa Lengthb
Obliquity,
deg
Hydrophone
Events,
per 100 km
Teleseismic
Events,c
per 100 km t2.2
Hayes–Oceanographer
(33–35N)
220 30.3 73 28 (3) t2.3
Atlantis–Hayes
(30–33N)
453 21.5 127 15 (9) t2.4
Kane–Atlantis
(24–30N)
755 15.6 152 16 (9) t2.5
Fifteen-Twenty–Kane
(15–24N)
935 0 126 11 (6) t2.6
aFor crust <5.69 Myr old. t2.7
bProjected to a great circle passing through pole of rotation. t2.8
cNumbers given for two time periods: 1990–2000 (1980–1990). t2.9
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5256 Schilling et al., 1985]. Using the best fit line shown in
527 Figure 9 lets us account for this systematic variation in
528 depth, but using this line as a depth threshold instead of a
529 depth of 3700 m does not modify the proportion of seg-
530 ments with shallow centers and a low level of hydrophone-
531 recorded activity.
532 [33] Of the 20 segments with normalized number of
533 hydrophone-recorded events >40 m (Figure 7 and Table
534 3) and 11 are ‘‘nonstandard’’ segments with a segment
535 center depth >3700 m, while 9 are ‘‘standard’’ segments
536 with 7 of those having segment center depths <3700 m.
537 Table 3 shows that the correspondence between the level of
538 hydrophone-recorded activity (including stripes), segment
539 morphology and gravity, and axial depth at segment center,
540is not as straightforward for segments with high hydro-
541phone-recorded activity as those with low activity.
542
5436. Segment-Scale Distribution of
544Hydrophone-Recorded Events
545[34] The event locations we use correspond to the points
546where seismic energy radiates from the seafloor into the
547water column. These locations do not necessarily corre-
548spond to earthquake epicenters, and to what extent they can
549be used to determine small-scale variations in earthquake
550patterns is unknown. Nonetheless, we find there are system-
551atic variations in the distribution of hydrophone-recorded
552events, and these are discussed below.
Figure 6. (left and middle) Histograms of distance along axis versus number of events for teleseismic
and hydrophone source locations on crust <5.69 Myr old, 11 km (0.1) bins: (left) 648 teleseismic events,
(middle) 2842 hydrophone-recorded events, (right) 2842 hydrophone-recorded events plotted against
deployment day starting from 1 January 1999. Light gray lines on Figures 6 (left) and 6 (middle) mark
segment ends (Table 1). Segment numbers are shown between Figures 6 (left) and 6 (middle). Darker
gray lines are FZs. Teleseismic events that occurred within the period of monitoring are shown as larger
circles in Figure 6 (right). Note the presence of well-defined stripes of seismic events, indicating
continuous seismic activity within a small area throughout the monitoring period. Stripes are marked to
the right with black lines and labeled with the number of the segment within which they occurred. There
are also gaps in the seismicity. These regions are marked on the right by gray lines and labeled with
segment numbers. The marked gaps represent regions with less than five hydrophone-recorded events
within the 2-year monitoring period.
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553 [35] Most of the hydrophone-recorded events (79%) occur
554 within 20 km of the segment ends (Figure 10a), and most
555 segments are 40–70 km long (Table 1). This means that the
556 center part (i.e., >20 km away from segment ends) is often
557 shorter, if it exists at all, than the extremities (i.e.,<20 km
558 away from segment ends). The high proportion of segment
559 end events therefore, is largely due to the distribution of
560 segment lengths in the study area. Figure 10b shows,
561 however, that this trend of decreasing number of events with
562 increasing distance to segment end persists when numbers of
563segment center events are normalized to a length of 40 km
564(equal to the combined length of the two segment ends). The
565proportion of segment end events is then 57.4%.
566[36] The spatial distribution of hydrophone-recorded
567event locations across the ridge axis varies between segment
568centers and segment ends. The proportion of events located
569<10 km from the axis decreases from 67.5% at the segment
570center to 54.3% at the segment end, while events located
571between 10 and 20 km from the axis (over the rift moun-
572tains) is 20.6% for the segment center and 33.3% for the
Figure 7. Number of events by segment, normalized to a segment length of 40 km: (top) hydrophone-
recorded events and (bottom) teleseismic earthquakes (1973–2001). Dots indicate normalized number of
earthquakes per segment. Horizontal lines are arbitrary and divide the segments into those with high (blue
dots), medium (red dots), and low (yellow dots) event activity. Gray shading shows segments with low
numbers of both hydrophone and teleseismic events. Standard segments are shown in bold.
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Figure 8. Number of hydrophone-recorded events per segment, normalized to a segment length of 40
km, as a function of different segment variables. (top left) Segment length. (top right) Segment trend
(direction orthogonal to average spreading direction; zero obliquity is N12). (bottom left) Maximum
length of offset of discontinuities that bound the segment. (bottom right) Contrast in MBA between
segment ends and segment center [Thibaud et al., 1998]. Segments that correspond to the gaps in
seismicity defined in Figure 6 (black dots) span a wide range of segment lengths, orientation, maximum
offset, and along-axis MBA contrast. Open circles show segments containing stripes.
Figure 9. Axial depth at segment center as a function of latitude for the 45 ridge segments between the
Fifteen-Twenty and Oceanographer FZs. Gray circles indicate segments with a normalized number of
hydrophone-recorded events <40. Solid circles indicate gaps. Red circles indicate stripes. Blue circles
indicate others. Dashed line is 3700 m. Dotted line is best polynomial fit of the data, excluding segments
41 and 45 that stand out as particularly shallow. Axial depths tend to shallow to the north of the study
area, toward the Azores hot spot. Twenty-five segments have <40 hydrophone-recorded events (55%); of
these 19 have shallow axial depths. All segments with gaps have axial depths <3700 m.
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573 segment end (Figure 11). Increased numbers of hydro-
574 phone-recorded event locations over the rift mountains of
575 segment ends may, however, be influenced by the raised
576 topography, which may act as a preferred radiator into the
577 oceanic sound channel versus events generated from deeper
578 locations which must propagate further before being
579 entrained. We currently do not understand how important
580 topographic steering is along this section of the MAR.
581 [37] The cross-axis spatial distribution of events also
582 shows a marked asymmetry with more events occurring at
583 inside corners (IC) than at the conjugate outside corners
584 (OC), as was first observed in OBS studies [e.g., Cessaro
585 and Hussong, 1986; Rowlett, 1981; Rowlett and Forsyth,
586 1984; Wolfe et al., 1995]. To quantify this asymmetry, we
587 define boxes that extend 20 km from the axis and from the
588 discontinuity; the box on the active side of the discontinuity
589 corresponds to the IC, while the box on the conjugate,
590 inactive side corresponds to the OC. Only the 34 disconti-
591 nuities with an offset >5 km (see Table 1) are used in the
592 calculation. Although on average more events occurred at
593 the IC (66.3%) than at the OC, the opposite pattern is
594 observed in some of the segments (Figure 12).
595 7. Segments With OBS Studies
596 [38] Although the OBS studies we consider here are all
597 limited in duration (a few to several weeks), we make the
598assumption that their results are representative of the longer
599term seismicity in these regions. We consider the geologic
600and geophysical characteristics of the four OBS segments
601(segments 45, 32, 24, 15) in detail (Table 4). Following
602Thibaud et al. [1998] each segment is categorized as ‘‘hot’’
603or ‘‘cold,’’ based on a combination of variables dependent on
604their thermal state. Hot segments show a strong change in
605along axis MBA and bathymetry, and a narrow inner valley,
606while cold segments have a smaller change in along-axis
607MBA and relief, and a wide inner valley floor. Additional
608information about crustal structure of each segment can be
609inferred from the shape of the along-axis profile taken along
610the top of the axial volcanic ridge, if one has been constructed,
611or the center of the segment otherwise [Smith and Cann,
6121999]. Smith and Cann [1999] suggested, based on hydraulic
613potential arguments, that if magma reservoirs exist within the
614crust they must be located beneath the shallowest parts of the
615longitudinal profiles. If a profile comes to an abrupt peak, this
616would suggest that there is no magma reservoir within the
617crust or that it is small in its along-axis extent. If the
618shallowest part of the longitudinal profile is flat for some
619distance, then a magma reservoir (or at least a hydraulically
620connected magma system) could extend along the axis for as
621far as the crest is flat.
622[39] Segments 45 and 32 (Table 4 and Figure 13) are hot
623segments and in our terminology are also standard, with
624depths at the bathymetric highs <3700 m, and bathymetric
t3.1 Table 3. Stripes and Gaps
Segments Total Standard Nonstandard
Shallow
(<3700 m)a
Deep
(>3700 m)at3.2
<40 eventsb 25 18 7 16 (3) 2 (4)t3.3
Gaps within low event segments
(10,12,14,16,26,28,29,35/36,38,41,45)
11 10 1 10 (1) 0t3.4
>40 eventsc 20 9 11 7 (0) 2 (11)t3.5
Stripes within high event segments
(3,13,15,25,27,30,31,37,40)
9 4 5 4 (0) 0 (5)t3.6
aNumbers are given to identify standard and (nonstandard) segments.t3.7
bSegments 1,2,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,14,16,19,21,23,26,28,29,35,36,38,39,41,43,45.t3.8
cSegments 3,5,13,15,17,18,20,22,24,25,27,30,31,32,33,34,37,40,42,44.t3.9
Figure 10. Segment-scale distributions of hydrophone-recorded events. (a) Number of events versus
distance to segment ends. E events are events occurring <20 km from the segment end. C events are events
occurring >20 km from the segment end. Total number of events is 2842. (b) Normalized number of E
events versus normalized number of C events in segments >40 km long. Total number of events is 2462.
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625profiles with flat tops of 40 and 20 km, respectively.
626Segment 32 has a large axial volcanic ridge built along much
627of its length, indicating that large volumes of lava have been
628erupted. The extent of the flat portion of the bathymetric
629profile suggests that a crustal magma reservoir may have
630extended (or extends) along much of the length of segment
63132. The bathymetric profile of segment 45 has a shorter flat
632portion suggesting that crustal reservoirs may be restricted to
633the center of the segment. Segment 45 displays the greatest
634along-axis change in MBA and shallowest water depth of the
635four segments (Table 4), and recent looking lava flows have
636been observed at its center [Bideau et al., 1998]. A shallow
637low-velocity body has been inferred 1–2 km beneath a
638volcano sitting near the segment center [Barclay et al.,
6391998], and a chain of large seamounts extends to either side
640of the segment center [Rabain et al., 2001]. All indications
641are that magma emplacement is greatly enhanced at the
642center of segment 45.
643[40] Segments 24 and 15 are cold segments and non-
644standard, with depths at the along axis bathymetric high
645>3700 m (Figure 9 and Table 4). The profiles along seg-
646ments 15 and 24 are sharply peaked with flat tops limited to
6477 km and 15 km, respectively. If magma reservoirs
648reside within the crust at these segments they are likely
649limited in along-axis extent.
650[41] In segment 45, the few events recorded by the
651hydrophones are located at the IC regions (Figure 13a).
652Barclay et al. [2001] reported on a microearthquake experi-
653ment conducted here. The OBS array was deployed at the
Figure 11. Number of segment end (solid dots and solid
line) and of segment center (shaded dots and dashed line)
hydrophone-recorded events in 10 km bins representing
distance to the ridge axis. Total number of events is 2842.
Seismicity continues farther from the axis at segment ends.
Increased numbers of hydrophone-recorded event locations
over the rift mountains of segment ends may, however, be
influenced by the raised topography, which may act as a
preferred radiator into the oceanic sound channel (see text).
Figure 12. Number of inside corner (IC) versus outside corner (OC) hydrophone-recorded events in the
68 segment ends that abut discontinuities with offset >5 km. Total number of events is 1251. Number of
IC events is more than the number of OC events in 51 of the 68 segment ends taken into account.
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654 center of the segment, but earthquake locations were
655 obtained along its entire length. Microearthquakes were
656 recorded at the two inside corners (consistent with the results
657 from the hydrophone data locations) and at the center of the
658 segment. The maximum focal depth of the microearthquakes
659 at the segment center was estimated to be 4 km, which is
660 shallower than that obtained for other MAR segments where
661 microearthquake studies have been conducted [Barclay et al.,
662 2001]. It is inferred from this that the brittle/ductile transition
663 is shallow, and crustal temperatures are elevated at the center
664 of segment 45. There have been no teleseismic events near the
665 segment center in the last 27 years. Microearthquake magni-
666 tudes estimated for the center events are almost all <1. This
667 magnitude is below the sensitivity of the hydrophones and
668 well below that of the teleseismic network. No magnitudes
669 are available for the IC microearthquakes for comparison.
670 [42] A microearthquake study at segment 32 (Broken
671 Spur [Murton et al., 1999]) covered the southern half of
672 the segment [Wolfe et al., 1995]. The greatest level of
673 microearthquake activity was located on the southern inside
674 corner (Figure 13b). The maximum depth of events located
675 on the inner valley floor was more or less constant along the
676 segment, and it was inferred that the brittle-ductile transition
677 does not shoal from the end to the center of the segment.
678 Nonetheless, variables such as the MBA [Lin et al., 1990]
679 and bathymetry indicate that the center of segment 32 has
680 thicker crust or hotter mantle temperatures than the ends.
681 Wolfe et al. [1995] suggested that the thermal structure of a
682 segment may not be in steady state, and consequently the
683 constant focal depths may indicate that segment 32 is
684 cooling. This change in the thermal structure may not yet
685 be reflected in the MBA and bathymetric profile.
686 [43] The spatial patterns of the hydrophone-recorded
687 events in segment 32 are similar to the OBS patterns (Figure
688 13b): hydrophone-recorded events dominate the southern
689 inside corner high, while only a small percentage are located
690 near the segment center. Note that the hydrophone-recorded
691 events are shifted to the west from the location of the
692 microearthquakes at the IC and to the east at the segment
693 center. This could be real or it could reflect topographic
694 steering with energy radiating from shallower topography.
695 Magnitudes of some of the microearthquakes are >2 at both
696 the end of the segment and the center of the segment [Wolfe et
697 al., 1995], perhaps explaining why the hydrophones detected
698 events in the center of this segment and not in segment 45.
699 [44] Segment 24 contains the TAG hydrothermal vent
700 field near 26N [e.g., Kleinrock and Humphris, 1996b; Rona
701 and Speer, 1989] (Figure 13c). An OBS array centered on
702 the axial bathymetric high covered about two thirds of the
703segment length [Kong et al., 1992]. Kong et al. [1992]
704inferred that a recent magmatic intrusion was centered
705beneath the bathymetric high, extending southward 10
706km, and coinciding with the flat portion of the bathymetric
707profile. The low-velocity region was thought to be relatively
708hot crust rather than molten material, and associated seis-
709micity was interpreted as being triggered by cooling. Hydro-
710phone-recorded events are located near the segment center
711where the largest magnitude microearthquakes (>1.5) were
712recorded. The hydrophone-recorded events are scattered
713across the bathymetric high into the nearby rift mountains
714(Figure 13c). As in segment 32 the hydrophone-recorded
715events in the rift mountains of segment 24 appear to be
716shifted to coincide with shallower topography. A teleseismic
717event occurred toward the end of the monitoring period in
718the eastern rift mountains at the southern end of the segment
719(Figure 13c) but lacked a typical aftershock sequence.
720[45] Segment 15 contains a well-defined seismic stripe
721(Figure 6). An OBS array at the northern end of the segment
722[Toomey et al., 1985, 1988] recorded numerous events
723extending from the northern end of the segment to near to
724the center, with focal depths of 4–8 km. The events were
725interpreted as tectonic in origin. The largest magnitude earth-
726quakes (>2) recorded by the OBS array were located close to
727the center of the segment. On the basis of these results,
728Toomey et al. [1988] suggested that spreading has been
729accommodated by faulting at this segment for at least the last
730104 years, implying that segment 15 is in an amagmatic phase.
731The hydrophone data show that the entire length of the
732segment was active during the two years of monitoring. As
733in other segments, there appears to be a shift in the hydro-
734phone locations compared to the microearthquakes near the
735segment center and the northern end of the segment.
736[46] Segment 15 has experienced a large number of
737teleseismic events in the last 28 years (Figure 13d). Three
738teleseismic events occurred during the hydrophone moni-
739toring period, though none of them had a typical aftershock
740sequence [Bohnenstiehl et al., 2000, 2002]. One of the
741teleseismic events was located in the rift mountains just to
742the west of the axial high, and the other two were located
74310 and 20 km south of the high.
744[47] Segments 15 and 24 are similar in many ways: very
745small or ambiguous MBA, peaked bathymetric profile,
746teleseismic events during the deployment. In addition, they
747are both nonstandard segments with axial depths >3700 m.
748They are different in that segment 15 has a high number of
749hydrophone-recorded events while segment 24 has an
750intermediate number (Table 4). It is intriguing to think that
751segment 15 may be a snapshot of the TAG segment in an
t4.1 Table 4. Segments With Microearthquake Studies
Segment MBA Ra
Normal Number
of Hydrophone
Events Designationb
Flat Top
of Long-Axis
Bathymetry Profile OBS Study Interpretationst4.2
45 (OH1) 37 1300 12 hot 20 km Barclay et al. [2001] hot regions beneath axis, in
magmatic staget4.3
32 (Broken Spur) 21 600 94 hot 40 km Wolfe et al. [1995] brittle/ductile transition does
not shallow toward centert4.4
24 (TAG) 4 300 64 cold 15 km Kong et al. [1992] hot body beneath
bathymetric hight4.5
15 – 500 183 cold 7 km Toomey et al. [1985, 1988] amagmatic for 104 yearst4.6
aChange in along-axis relief from segment end to center.t4.7
bFrom Thibaud et al. [1998].t4.8
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752 active tectonic stage. This is discussed in more detail
753 below.
754 8. Discussion
755 8.1. Controls on Low Levels of Hydrophone-Recorded
756 Event Rate
757 [48] There appears to be no simple correlation between
758 individual segment variables and normalized number of
759hydrophone-recorded events (Figure 8). However, when
760variables are considered together patterns emerge. For
761example, considering Thibaud et al.’s [1998] hot and cold
762segments, defined from a combination of along-axis top-
763ography, water depth, and MBA (all of which depend on
764the segments axial thermal structure), we find that their
765example of a cold segment (segment 31) has a high level of
766hydrophone-recorded activity, their examples of cold/inter-
767mediate segments (segments 44, 42, 39, 23, and 8) have
Figure 13. (a) Segment 45 near 35N; (b) segment 32 near 29N; (c) segment 24 (TAG) near 26N; and
(d) segment 15 near 22.5N. Each shows the bathymetry of the area contoured at 200 m intervals. The
ridge axis is marked by a solid dark line. Red circles are hydrophone-recorded events; blue circles: OBS
events; white triangles are teleseismic events for the last 25 years. Panels show time series of the
hydrophone and teleseismic data sets. (top and middle) Number and source levels of hydrophone data
plotted as a function of days since 1 January 1999. Green circles show teleseismic events that occurred
during the monitoring period plotted at an arbitrary acoustic magnitude of 240 dB. (bottom) Magnitudes
of teleseismic events over the last 25 years. Where magnitudes of events are unknown they are plotted as
zero. In Figure 13c the white cross marks the location of the TAG hydrothermal mound [e.g., Kleinrock
and Humphris, 1996a].
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768 intermediate to low levels of hydrophone-recorded activity,
769 and their examples of hot segments (segments 45, 41, and 7)
770 have low levels of activity. Overall, these data suggest that
771 hot segments undergo less tectonic strain than cold seg-
772 ments, based on the seismic activity recorded by the hydro-
773 phones.
774 [49] On the basis of our results for all of the segments in
775 the study area (see Table 3), we suggest that it is segments
776 with standard characteristics (a shallower central region, a
777 corresponding relative minimum in the gravity anomaly,
778 and deeper extremities associated with relative gravity
779 maxima) and a shallow axial depth at center that have low
780 seismic activity. In contrast, segments with a large number
781 of hydrophone-recorded events frequently have nonstandard
782 characteristics and axial depths at segment center in excess
783 of 3700 m (Table 3). In the 15–35N region of the MAR,
784there is a correlation (although not a perfect one) between
785the axial depths at segment centers and the width and depth
786of the axial valley: the shallower the axial center depth, the
787narrower and shallower the axial valley. The shallow axial
788depths, as argued by Neumann and Forsyth [1993], likely
789represent a combination of hot and thick crust and thinner
790lithosphere.
791[50] We note that a large MBA is not essential for
792segments to have low levels of hydrophone-recorded activ-
793ity. The along-axis MBA has often been used to infer
794magma budget (the amount of melt being supplied to a
795segment), and to determine its current magmatic or amag-
796matic state. If MBA simply represents the difference in
797crustal thickness between a segment center and its ends, it is
798in fact more equivalent to the degree of magma focusing.
799For example, segments 7–10 south of the Kane FZ, which
Figure 13. (continued)
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800 have low levels of hydrophone-recorded activity, have small
801 MBAs and small along axis relief, but they all have
802 shallow axial depths and shallow axial valleys, suggesting
803 relatively thin lithosphere. They may be hot segments with
804 poor magma focusing. In contrast, segments 14, 41 and 45,
805 which also have low levels of activity, have a large MBA,
806 large along-axis relief, and shallow central depths suggest-
807 ing that they are hot segments with focused melt supply.
808 [51] Gaps in activity occur predominantly in the center of
809 standard segments with shallow axial depths. More than
810 half of the gaps occur within segments that are long and
811 have large along-axis relief and MBA (e.g., segments 14,
812 38, 41, and 45 and, to a lesser extent, segment 12, 16, and
813 29). Gaps also occur in standard segments with shallow
814 axial depths but small MBAs (segments 10, 26, and 28).
815 The only segment with a gap at its center that is not a
816 standard segment is segment 12, which has no clear axial
817 valley. The off axis traces of a wide and migrating disconti-
818 nuity are observed on both flanks, and immediately to the
819 east of the center is a large, recently constructed volcano
820 [Gente et al., 1995]. Our interpretation is that segment 12 is
821 the locus of a recent large influx of magma that has not yet
822 transformed the discontinuity into a new segment. Thus
823 segment 12 is nonstandard but could have a hot axial
824 thermal regime.
825 [52] On the basis of the OBS results at segment 45
826 [Barclay et al., 2001], it is possible to argue that the low
827 levels of hydrophone-recorded activity in segments similar
828 to segment 45 (shallow, large along-axis change in relief
829 and MBA) are due to thin lithosphere, producing earth-
830 quakes (tectonic or hydrothermal/volcanic) below the detec-
831 tion limit of the hydrophones and the teleseismic network.
832 The thin lithosphere is a result of higher axial temperatures
833 and focused upwelling generating significant changes in the
834 MBA along the axis. The same can be argued for those
835 segments with gaps that have shallow axial depths but small
836 MBAs (segments 10, 26, and 28), the lithosphere is thin
837 even though magma supply is not focused.
838 [53] Our preferred interpretation, therefore, would be that
839 local variation in the thickness of the axial lithosphere is the
840 primary control on the level of seismic activity along the
841 15–35N region. A corollary to this interpretation would
842 be that segments with moderate to thin lithosphere tend to
843 present standard characteristics, while segments that are less
844 clearly defined (nonstandard) correspond to portions of the
845 ridge with a thicker lithosphere.
846 [54] Low hydrophone recorded event rate could also
847 occur in quiescent areas in which stress is accumulating
848 and not being released such as observed in Iceland [e.g.,
849 Arnott and Foulger, 1994; Bjo¨rnsson et al., 1977; Tryggva-
850 son, 1994]. Bjo¨rnsson et al. [1977] proposed that tectonic
851 and volcanic activity in Iceland occurs episodically at
852 intervals of 100–150 years, each episode lasting only
853 5–20 years followed by 80–145 years of quiescence. The
854 systematic association of seismic gaps with standard, shal-
855 low segments suggests that stress accumulation would
856 likely be a secondary process though, and not responsible
857 for the patterns observed.
858 8.1. Fifteen-Twenty to Kane Supersegment
859 [55] In the Fifteen-Twenty to Kane supersegment a major-
860 ity of the segments (12 of 17) have low normalized numbers
861of hydrophone-recorded events. All but four of these 12
862segments have shallow axial depths (<3700 m, Figure 9)
863arguing for a hot thermal regime and thin lithosphere
864beneath them. Since the average depth of the ridge axis in
865the supersegment is deeper than in the Atlantis to Hayes or
866in the Hayes to Oceanographer supersegments, the litho-
867sphere in the Fifteen-Twenty to Kane supersegment is not,
868on average, thinner than further north along the ridge.
869[56] One way to explain the low seismicity level in so
870many of the segments could be that cooling is reduced at its
871discontinuities resulting in thinner lithosphere. This would
872be especially important at discontinuities with small offsets.
873Table 2 shows that the Fifteen-Twenty to Kane superseg-
874ment has zero obliquity, which is defined as the difference
875between the overall azimuth of the ridge section and the
876direction perpendicular to average spreading direction. A
877calculation of the total offset and total offset normalized to a
878100 km ridge length for the four supersegments is shown in
879Table 5. The Fifteen-Twenty to Kane supersegment has a
880total offset on discontinuities similar to that in the Kane to
881Atlantis and the Atlantis to Hayes supersegments. At a
882smaller scale, we find that offset lengths vary within the
883continuous low-level region containing segments 6–12 and
884can be large (Table 1). In addition, segments with low levels
885of activity are adjacent to segments with high levels of
886activity. All of these argue against offset length playing a
887major role in controlling hydrophone-recorded event levels
888in the region.
889[57] Cooling might also be reduced at discontinuities that
890are short lived: a discontinuity that is very young may be
891seen as made of crust that is less pervasively disrupted by
892faults, hence lesser hydrothermal cooling. The map of
893predicted bathymetry [Smith and Sandwell, 1997] shows
894clearly, however, that discontinuities in the Fifteen-Twenty
895to Kane region are long lived in places, especially those
896associated with segments 6–9. At this point we do not have
897an explanation for the large number of segments that exhibit
898low levels of hydrophone-recorded events in the Fifteen-
899Twenty to Kane supersegment.
9008.3. Controls on High Levels of
901Hydrophone-Recorded Activity
902[58] The correspondence between the level of hydro-
903phone-recorded activity, segment morphology and gravity,
904and axial depth at the segment center, is not as straightfor-
905ward for segments with high hydrophone-recorded activity
906as those with low hydrophone-recorded activity. The con-
907clusion that low levels of hydrophone-recorded activity
908occur in standard segments with shallow water depths at
909their centers seems robust. The opposite is not always true,
910however. Standard segments with shallow water depths at
911the center do not always exhibit low activity. High hydro-
t5.1Table 5. Cumulative on Offsets for Each Supersegments
Supersegment
Cumulative Length
of Offsets, km
Cumulative Length
of Offsets
per 100 km, km t5.2
Fifteen-Twenty to Kane 171.3 18.4 t5.3
Kane to Atlantis 120.5 15.9 t5.4
Atlantis to Hayes 75.1 16.4 t5.5
Hayes to Oceanographer 110.1 47.8 t5.6
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912 phone-recorded event activity (>75 events, Figure 7)
913 occurred in 6 of these segments (segments 18, 25, 30, 32,
914 37, and 40). Four of them (segments 25, 30, 37, and 40)
915 contain regions of near-continuous hydrophone-recorded
916 activity (stripes). High hydrophone-recorded event activity
917 also occurred in five nonstandard segments (segments 3, 13,
918 15, 27, and 31) with deep axial water depths (>3700 m). All
919 of these five segments have stripes of seismic activity
920 within them. Only segments 18 and 32, which had high
921 event rates, are not classified as stripes. In these segments
922 the events are clustered in time. In segment 18 a large
923 aftershock sequence followed a teleseismic event in the
924 western bounding walls. In segment 32 a large earthquake
925 sequence was located near the southern IC.
926 [59] The possible causes for high level and persistent
927 hydrophone-recorded activity could include (1) activity
928 related to cooling of a segment; (2) deformation associated
929 with magma movement within the crust; and (3) tectonic
930 deformation. In segment 32 we infer that large volume
931 eruptions have been occurring to build the robust axial
932 volcanic ridge observed on the valley floor, and that a
933 magma reservoir might have existed (or exists) beneath
934 much of the segment to yield the extended flat top of the
935 along axis profile. The MBA suggests that the crustal
936 thickness may vary by as much as 3 km from the end to the
937 center of the segment [Lin et al., 1990]. In contrast, results
938 from the OBS study of Wolfe et al. [1995] indicate that that
939 the thickness of the brittle layer, as inferred from micro-
940 earthquake activity, does not shallow from the southern end
941 of the segment to its center. One way to interpret this is that
942 cooling of the segment is very efficient, and/or that it is
943 occurring at a timescale shorter than that recorded by other
944 segment variables, such as bathymetry or gravity structure.
945 If this is the case then persistent seismic activity in some of
946 the standard, shallow segments may reflect these cooling
947 processes. The seismicity might result from faulting and/or
948 hydrothermal cracking with magnitudes large enough to be
949 detectable by the hydrophones.
950 [60] Recent studies of the Gakkel ridge in the Arctic
951 Basin have shown that the movement of magma within
952 the crust and eruption of lava can be detected teleseismi-
953 cally at this ultra slow spreading ridge [Edwards et al.,
954 2001; Tolstoy et al., 2001]. It is not known what the seismic
955 characteristics of an eruption at the slow spreading MAR
956 would be, but based on the sizes of the axial volcanic ridges
957 built on the valley floor [Smith and Cann, 1999] they might
958 last several years and thus be characterized by persistent
959 seismic activity over a long period of time. We have no
960 additional evidence, however, to suggest that eruptions have
961 occurred during our monitoring period.
962 [61] Seismic activity at segment 15 was more or less
963 continuous throughout the 2-year recording period with an
964 average rate of 1 event/3 days. In our first paper [Smith et
965 al., 2002] we suggested the possibility that the character-
966 istics of the events in segment 15 may indicate volcanic
967 activity or a response to deformation caused by magma
968 movement at depth. Other evidence from deep-towed
969 camera imagery (our unpublished data), however, suggests
970 that the part of the segment south of the central high has
971 not been volcanically active for some time as sediments
972 cover it. Whether the hydrophone-recorded activity signals
973 a more recent episode of dike injection with or without an
974associated eruption, or perhaps the beginning of a new
975episode of magma inflation at this segment is not known.
976The sharply peaked bathymetric profile suggests though
977that any magma within the crust would be very limited in
978extent.
979[62] Another possible explanation for the continuous
980seismicity at segment 15 is related to its similarities to
981segment 24, which contains the TAG hydrothermal vent
982field. As discussed above segments 15 and 24 share many
983characteristics. They both have very small or ambiguous
984MBAs. Their along-axis profiles are sharply peaked. In
985addition, in both segments the neovolcanic zone is shifted
986west away from the northern IC high. They are both
987nonstandard segments with axial depths >3700 m. The
988segments are different in that segment 15 has a high number
989of hydrophone-recorded events while segment 24 has an
990intermediate number (Table 4). A new interpretation of the
991TAG segment based on high-resolution magnetic data (H.
992Schouten and M. Tivey, personal communication) in com-
993bination with near bottom side-scan data [Kleinrock and
994Humphris, 1996a] and the results of the microearthquake
995study [Kong et al., 1992] suggests that the detachment fault
996associated with the northern IC and the neovolcanic zone
997may be active at the same time. The high-resolution side-
998scan data show that the hanging wall of the detachment fault
999is pervasively cut by faults and cracks and may be broken
1000up in response to faulting events. The persistent activity
1001recorded by the hydrophones at segment 15, therefore, may
1002result from a combination of fracturing of the hanging wall
1003following a faulting event on the detachment fault, renewed
1004hydrothermal circulation within the newly fractured hanging
1005wall and consequent cooling of the inferred low velocity
1006zone underneath the segment center [Kong et al., 1992], and
1007perhaps magmatic/volcanic activity within the neovolcanic
1008zone. Segment 15 may be a snapshot of the TAG segment in
1009a seismogenically active phase. More detailed studies will
1010be needed at segment 15, though, to understand more
1011completely the origin of the seismic activity at this stripe
1012and others.
1013
10149. Conclusions
1015[63] From the spatial and temporal patterns deduced from
1016two years of hydrophone data collected between 15 and
35N at the MAR we conclude the following: 1018
10191. The major proportion of the events located within the
1020array are closely associated with the spreading axis: 88%
1021occur within 20 km of the axis (Figures 4 and 5). This
1022implies that seismogenic faulting does not continue far out
1023on to the flanks of the ridge and that it is not a major process
1024associated with aging of the crust after 1.5 Myr, at least at
1025the magnitude level detected by the hydrophones. This
1026result is consistent with the results from studies of fault
1027morphology [e.g., Escartı´n et al., 1999]: there appears to be
1028little, if any, evidence for faulting beyond the crest of the rift
1029mountains (20–40 km from the axis).
10302. Four supersegments bounded by the major FZs occur
1031within the array. The lowest number of hydrophone-
1032recorded events (normalized to a 40 km long segment)
1033occurred in the north of the study area in the supersegment
1034between the Hayes and Oceanographer FZs. Since the
1035pattern of teleseismic events is different from the hydro-
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1036 phone pattern and appears to change between decades
1037 (Table 2), it is difficult to conclude that there is a persistent
1038 pattern in seismicity rates between the supersegments.
1039 3. Event activity shows important variations along the
1040 ridge axis. The MAR between 15N and 35N shows areas
1041 with intense and constant seismic activity (seismic stripes)
1042 and areas that lack seismicity (seismic gaps). Because of our
1043 limited temporal coverage, we are not sure whether this dual
1044 expression of seismicity reflects fundamental differences in
1045 the long-term behavior of the respective segments or not.
1046 Teleseismic events were commonly associated with the
1047 regions of stripes. However, it does not appear that the
1048 teleseismic events trigger the smaller magnitude activity
1049 recorded by the hydrophones. As far as we know, stripes of
1050 activity such as these at the MAR are not observed at
1051 intermediate or fast spreading ridges, and understanding the
1052 controls on these stripes could lead to new insights into
1053 spreading processes at slow spreading ridges.
1054 4. In general, regions and segments with low and high
1055 levels of seismic activity are observed both in the two years
1056 of hydrophone data and 28 years of teleseismic data,
1057 indicating that the patterns may be maintained at timescales
1058 between a few years and a few decades.
1059 5. The portion of the MAR with well-defined seismic
1060 stripes and gaps, the lowest continuous region of low level
1061 hydrophone-recorded activity, and the highest percentage of
1062 segments with low level hydrophone-recorded activity is the
1063 Fifteen-Twenty to Kane supersegment. Table 2 shows that
1064 the Fifteen-Twenty to Kane supersegment is similar to other
1065 supersegments in its average number of hydrophone-
1066 recorded events. At this point we do not have an
1067 explanation for its unique pattern of alternating low and
1068 high numbers of seismic events.
1069 6. Hydrophone-recorded events seem to concentrate, on
1070 average, at the end of segments compared to their centers.
1071 This is consistent with the idea that segment ends are colder,
1072 have thicker brittle lithosphere, and thus have more frequent
1073 and/or larger tectonic earthquakes. In addition, we find that
1074 on average more events occurred at ICs than at OCs. ICs are
1075 topographically shallower than OCs, though, and events
1076 may be steered by the topography, radiating from shallower
1077 points. We currently do not know how important topo-
1078 graphic steering is and whether this might result in
1079 mislocating events from one side of the axis to the other.
1080 Taking the data at face value, we observe that for segments
1081 with offsets >5 km, 66% of the activity occurred on the IC
1082 compared to the OC. This result is consistent with the idea
1083 that there is a cross-axis asymmetry in tectonic extension at
1084 the ends of slow spreading ridge segments with more
1085 extension being accommodated at ICs [e.g., Escartı´n and
1086 Lin, 1995; Severinghaus and Macdonald, 1988; Tucholke
1087 and Lin, 1994].
1088 7. There is no simple relationship between individual
1089 segment variables (e.g., length or trend of the segment, the
1090 maximum offset of the discontinuities that bound the
1091 segment, or the contrast in MBA between segment ends and
1092 center) and the number of hydrophone-recorded events.
1093 8. There is a general correlation between thermal
1094 structure and seismicity. Low and high numbers of
1095 hydrophone-recorded events would correspond to thinner
1096 (hotter) and thicker (colder) lithosphere, respectively at the
1097 ridge axis.
10989. Seismicity may reflect thermal structure at the ridge
1099axis at short timescales (decadal or longer), while
1100bathymetry and crustal thickness may integrate this
1101structure over longer periods of time (order of 1 Myr).
1102The lack of a clear correlation between bathymetry and
1103crustal thickness (as a proxy for long-term magmatic state of
1104the axis) and seismicity (as a proxy of the present-day
1105thickness of the brittle lithosphere) may be explained by the
1106differences in the timescales of the processes involved.
1107
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